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Friends of the
Hilton M. Briggs Library
Keep on moving
ALA grant adds mobile
tables and chairs
SDSU Hilton M. Briggs Library was one
of 200 libraries nationwide – and the only
South Dakota library – to receive a $10,000
grant through the American Library Association’s (ALA) American Rescue Plan:
Humanities Grants for Libraries program.
The ALA awarded $2 million in humanities funding as part of a grantmaking program to deliver relief to libraries recovering
from the coronavirus pandemic.
Funds awarded to Briggs Library supported the purchase of movable tables and
chairs, which were placed in a multiuse
study and program space on the main level.
The new furniture sustains humanities programming at the library by allowing staff to
easily modify the space. Ten adjustable
height tables and 23 lightweight chairs replace heavy tables and stationary chairs that
had been in the building since it opened in
1977. When not used for Continued on page 3

Notes from the
Dean of the Library
If you haven’t seen
the news already,
Brookings will be
hosting the South
Dakota Festival of
Books this year for
the first time since
2018. While this is a
South Dakota Humanities Council event, Kristi Tornquist
those of us in Briggs
Library are all about celebrating books. I
thought it might be entertaining to discuss
Library Website
sdstate.edu/library

Cook-Lynn Papers strengthen
SDSU Archives collections
Grant improves public
access to Papers
The research and writings of Elizabeth
Cook-Lynn are being preserved and
digitized by the SDSU Archives and
Special Collections, thanks to support
from an SDSU Wokini Initiative Challenge Grant.
Cook-Lynn is an award-winning author
and scholar who has long been a voice
within the discipline of Native American
Studies and Native American politics,
particularly regarding tribal sovereignty.
Born in 1930, Cook-Lynn is an elder of
the Crow Creek Sioux Tribe. Her collection depicts an indigenous perspective
and strengthens American Indian research collections at SDSU.
In recent years, Cook- Continued on page 2

Undated photo of Elizabeth Cook-Lynn. (Credit:
SDSU Archives & Special Collections)

some myths and offer some fun facts about
the books in Briggs:
1. First to clarify a myth: Librarians do
NOT read every book in the library!
While it sounds like a lofty goal, that
task is not in anyone’s job description. 4.
2. It would be an impossible feat because
we currently hold 780,000 physical volumes and make available 196,000 digital
books. Even if our staff split these up,
it would be a monumental task to read 5.
even a fraction of them. Like the rest of
you, we read on our own time for fun, 6.
enlightenment, and education.
3. We have people walk into Briggs and
tell us they love the smell of the books.
There has been research done on why
people like the scent of old books and

Archives Website
sdstate.edu/sdsuarchives

Digital Collections
explore.digitalsd.org

the libraries that house them. As books
age, they release chemical compounds
that have been found to have a hint of
vanilla, chocolate, and coffee. What’s
not to like?
Speaking of aging books, the oldest
volume in Briggs Library was published
in 1532. The author is St. Athanasius,
Patriarch of Alexandria and the book is
written in Latin.
The newest volumes in Briggs, of
course, were published in 2022.
The tallest book is 28 inches by 19
inches: “Joint Maps of the International
Boundary Between United States and
Canada Along the 141st Meridian from
the Arctic Ocean to Mt. St. Elias.” (It’s
not only tall but has a Continued on page 2
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openprairie.sdstate.edu
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Wokini Knowledge Circle opens
Briggs Library celebrated the opening of the Wokini
Knowledge Circle in April. Located on the main level in
the reading room, the space holds books, exhibits, and
artwork related to Oceti Sakowin history, culture, and
people. Its bookcases are arranged in a circular pattern
to reflect the shape of traditional camp circles of the
Lakota, Dakota, and Nakota people.
The Wokini Knowledge Circle is supported by an
SDSU Wokini Initiative Challenge Grant. Artwork in
the Wokini Knowledge Circle was donated by Gary and
Terry Lemme. The project’s student assistant, Emirra
Means, developed an exhibit on Lakota language for the
space, as well as a webpage with the exhibit information,
which can be seen at https://
bit.ly/3BFRMGW or scan the QR
code. Recorded remarks from the
reception can be viewed at
www.youtube.com/user/BriggsLibrary.

Wokini Knowledge Circle student
assistant Emirra Means shows
President Dr. Barry Dunn a book
she selected for the Circle. (Briggs
Library photo)

Notes, cont. from page 1

information, whether electronically or physically, so that people can easily find what they
very long title!)
are looking for has challenges. In many
7. The smallest book is 2.75 inches by
ways, it seems astonishing that we can help a
2.125 inches: “All Mankind is of One
student or faculty member put their hands
Author” by John Donne.
on a book or click a link and find a resource
8. And, if books aren’t your thing we have to support their research within a couple of
maps, government documents, stream- minutes. And, this doesn’t require having an
ing media, puzzles, games, microfilm,
employee read every book we have in the
etc.
library!
One of the reasons I chose to be a librarian Please consider joining us for the SD
was not only to be surrounded by the scent Humanities Council’s Festival of Books,
of aging books, but also the vast expanse of September 23-25. We will be hosting auknowledge they represent. Furthermore, I
thors in Briggs for that event, but we celeenjoy helping people explore their interests. brate books all year round.
As you might imagine, how to organize this

(Above) The Wokini
Knowledge Circle
opened at the end
of the spring 2022
semester. (Right)
The artwork displayed in the Circle
was gifted by Terry
and Gary Lemme.
(Briggs Library
photos)

Visit Briggs Library for these South
Dakota Festival of Books programs
on Friday, Sept. 23 in Archives &
Special Collections:
1:30 pm: “Prairie Politics: A Discussion of Great Plains Political History”
with Jon Lauck and William Pratt
2:30 pm: “Staying the Course: Overcoming Adversity” with Dick Beardsley

Cook-Lynn, cont. from page 1

tion’s book inventory being completed this
summer by Alexis Dubray, a Wokini grant
Lynn donated 80 boxes of her papers and
student assistant. Once processing is finher personal library to the Archives. This
ished, all of the physical documents in the
collection contains biographical material;
collection will be available for public viewing
articles; essays; poetry; book reviews; corre- in the Archives. Selected items from the
spondence; material related to her teaching Elizabeth Cook-Lynn Papers will be digitcareer, research projects and other activities; ized for free online accessibility by researchmaterial associated with the Wicazo Sa Reers worldwide.
view, an interdisciplinary journal of Native
Along with activity surrounding the ElizaStudies that Cook-Lynn helped establish in beth Cook-Lynn Papers, the grant project
1985; and material about American Indian
will also launch a book club bag program at
topics.
Briggs Library, featuring works by indigeThrough the grant project, American Indi- nous authors, including Cook-Lynn. The
an student assistants will gain a hands-on
book club bags can be checked out by camexperience working with primary source
pus and community members.
archival materials as they process, preserve,
For more about the Elizabeth Cook-Lynn
and digitize the documents and books in the Papers, see the collection’s finding aid at
Elizabeth Cook-Lynn Papers. Some prowww.sdstate.edu/sdsu-archives-and-specialcessing has already started, with the colleccollections/elizabeth-cook-lynn-papers.

https://openprairie.sdstate.edu
PAPERS
ADDED

DOWNLOADS
WORLDWIDE

25,443 2,305,186
Open PRAIRIE is the SDSU public
access institutional repository (IR).
The IR supports the collection,
preservation and dissemination of
SDSU’s scholarship and creative
output. It provides permanent storage of and public access to institutional materials. It has been a Briggs
Library service since September
2015.
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are interested in helping the library move toward this goal are invited to contact Library
humanities programming, the furniture is in
Operations Manager Emmeline Weber at
place for the benefit of students.
emmeline.weber@sdstate.edu or call 605-688The new furniture was received in June and
5107.
has already proved helpful when the chairs were American Rescue
able to be quickly pulled for two events on the Plan: Humanities
upper level in Archives. Fall semester events are Grants for Libraries is
also being planned with the mobile furniture in made possible with
mind, such as the Education Abroad Fair host- funding from the Naed by the Office of International Affairs on
tional Endowment for
Sept. 15. Students studying at the library during the Humanities (NEH) through the American
the summer semester made frequent use of the Rescue Plan Act of 2021. This program helps
new furnishings as well.
libraries to anchor themselves as strong humanBriggs Library would like to expand the mobile ities institutions and vibrant centers of learning,
furniture options in the building. Donors who
conversation, and connection.

BRIGGS LIBRARY
WISH LIST
There are many ways to advance
the success of the library! Below
are funding opportunities.

An ALA grant
brought new
mobile furniture to Briggs
Library, which
allows for easy
transitions in a
multiuse study
and program
space on the
main level.
(Briggs Library
photo)

Friends of the
Hilton M. Briggs Library
Friends of the Hilton M. Briggs
Library are people who support
the library, whether through
monetary or material donations,
or as library advocates.

•

$390 for a Tribal Nations of
North America map on canvas material.

•

$500—$2,000 to digitize one
to four boxes of SDSU Little
International images. Each
box has about 500 images
and costs $500 to digitize.
This project celebrates the
100th anniversary of Little I
in spring 2023.

•

$2,000 for an emergency
AED (defibrillator) kit.

See the Briggs Library Wish List
at www.sdstate.edu/hilton-mbriggs-library/briggs-library-wishlist.

The Impact of Friends
Gifts from Friends of the Hilton M. Briggs Library directly support the library’s efforts to
advance scholarly excellence in a welcoming space for South Dakota State University’s
students, faculty, staff, and community.
To make a gift as a Friend of the Hilton M.
Briggs Library, fill out and detach this portion of
the sheet, and send it and the contribution to:

SDSU Foundation
(70760 SDSU Library Fund)
Box 525
Brookings, South Dakota 57007

A Friends of the Library contribution comes with benefits including
invitations to library programs, a
newsletter, a digital bookplate on
the library website and a Jack
Read poster.

Name: ________________________________________________________________

For more information about
Friends of the Hilton M. Briggs
Library, or becoming a donor or
volunteer, please contact the
Library Operations Manager at
Emmeline.Weber@sdstate.edu or
(605) 688-5564.

How would you like your gift to support the library?

Email: ________________________________________________________________
SDSU Affiliation: _______________________________________________________
Enclosed: ___ $50 ___ $100 ___ $250 ___ $500 ___ $1,000 ___ other: _________
___ book purchases or online resources

___ library event sponsorship

___ Archives and Special Collections

___ library artwork

___ student assistant support

___ greatest need

___ furniture and equipment updates

___ other: __________________________

Please remember Briggs Library on Sept. 8 for
One Day for State. Your support is appreciated!
Scan the QR code for more information.

Friends of the Hilton M. Briggs Library
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Library hosts launch for book on Dakota ecology
The launch of the new book Ecology of Dakota
Landscapes: Past, Present, and Future by Dr. W.
Carter Johnson and Dr. Dennis H. Knight was
held in Archives & Special Collections on July 28.
The authors spoke about the making of the book
and what they learned in that process.
Ecology of Dakota Landscapes looks at the natural
and manmade forces behind the shaping of the
native ecosystems and croplands of the Northern
Great Plains. It also discusses restoring landscapes, sustainable land management, and impacts

of climate change in both South and North
Dakota.
Johnson is an SDSU professor emeritus and
Knight is a professor emeritus of the University
of Wyoming. A recording of
the program can be viewed
at www.youtube.com/user/
BriggsLibrary or scan the
QR code.

Digital Library of South Dakota Collection: W. Carter Johnson Papers
W. Carter Johnson is a Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Ecology at SDSU. He served as the head of
the Department of Horticulture, Forestry, Landscape, and Parks from 1989-1995. Dr. Johnson remained
on the faculty at SDSU, becoming a Distinguished Professor in 2006. He retired in 2017.
Dr. Johnson has published nearly 100 multidisciplinary, peer-reviewed articles, chapters, and books. His
research focused on riparian forests, prairie wetlands, river regulation, climate change, seed dispersal in
fragmented landscapes, paleoecology, and agroecological restoration.
While in the field, Dr. Johnson took countless high-quality photographs, which documented the technical
features of his research. His photography not only enhanced his professional research but also captured the
beauty of the subjects. He was fond of photographing landscapes and species of plants, birds, and animals.
More than 2,500 images have been digitized and are available in the SDSU Archives and Special CollecPasque flower (Anemone patens) tions digital archives at https://explore.digitalsd.org.
(Photo by W. Carter Johnson)

www.sdstate.edu/library
Phone: (605) 688-5107
Toll Free: (800) 786-2038
E-mail: blref@sdstate.edu
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South Dakota State University
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Brookings, South Dakota 57007
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